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Abstract 

Inrecentyearsthephasestabilityofausteniticstainiesssteels, and 
its effect on the mechanicai proput~ts of stainless steels, have 
been the subject of much- With the availability of new 
expenmental techniques, n e + h d c a l  methods,.aud new 
computationai procedures, sigdicant advances have been made 

and beingable to predict,.phase stability and 
wdds, Thispaperreviews 

in undcrstandm& 
InefAmapoPatiesaf- 
somedt f icse&vd~wihancmphas is  on recent work that 
has  at OakZdgC Natid-. 

' 

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS are widely used in a variety 
of industriai applications in both the cast and wrought condition. 
In addition, they are used extensively as filler metals in welding 
operations Much work has beendone over the years in alloy 
development of stainless steels and.in the characterization of 
, s t a b h s s l e d ~  and pmpertia However, in recent 
yerasiherchavebeen~newadvancesmade,andinsights 

In 
p ~ , d v m c a l ~ h i e d t o n e w i n f a n n a t i o n o n t h c  

~ stabilityoa- ' prop&=. Thispapawillhighlightsome 
of these new advmces,with anemphasison work that has been 
done in our laboratory 011 these alloys. 

For stainless steel alloys, the phase stability can be 
infhlawAby several The schematic diagram in Figure 1 
depicts these varicus fecbrs, They include solidification behavior, 
the f d / a U s t e n i t e  solid-state tr- 'on, other high- 
-( ~ 5 5 o t o 9 o o o c ) p h a s e t  ati oris, 
and low-temperature (roughly 300 to 550°C) phase 
tm&ma!im RecentadvancesintheoretiCaiande?cperimental 
methods have led to new developments in u d m t a d m  ' g d  
characteridng these factOK Advanced soliditication theory has 
~appliedtounderstandtheinfluenceofrapidsolidificationon 
phase formation during solidification. New thermodynamic 

gain& into the physical metallurgy of these material% 

phase stability of stainless Stedsandthe-e ofthe phase 

evahmtimmethodsh~potent ia l inprovidingdetai ls  
on the overall phase stability, including details on the influence of 
cmqdtim on phase stability. Finitediflimce techniques have 
been applied to the stainless steel alloy system to gain much 
insightinto the fenitdaustenite transfonnafion behavior. Finally, 
advanced techniques such as analytical electron microscopy, atom- 
probe field-ion microscopy, nano-indentation techniques, and. 
sptcimen miniaturization techniques have provided valuable 
intbnnatian on the response of stainless steel microstructures and 
properties to thennal tre- All of thesenewmethods and 
approaches will be described in detail in this presentation. 

Solidification Behavior 

Weld microstructures are determined, to a large extent, 
by the solidification behavior. Over the years, the use of 
constitution diagrams such as the Schaaer  diagram' or recent 
revisions of itz4 have been very usefd in predicting weld 
microstructures as a function of alloy composition. These 
diagrams condense the multicomponent stainless steel alloy 
compositionsintotwomdependentcompositionvariables, namely 
nickdand chromium equivalents. The usefutness of these types 
of diagrams lies in the accuracy with which the overall alloy 
compoSitian can be converted into these. simple nickel, and 
chromium equivalents. Much work has been 
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Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram showing the various factomthat 
inauenCe the phase stability in austenitic stainless steels. 



towsrdrevisingtheval~oftheconvcrsion~thatareused, 
in orderto provide a mart reliable diagram that covers8 wider 
range of alloy compositions. Theseefforts have led to 
unprovanestsintheovemllaawacyofthedtutiondiagrams. 

The use of amshtuh 'on diagrams has one major 
-thaugh Weld micmtmctm is predicted as a function 

a variable. The standard diagmms are t r a d i t i d y  aimed at 
predicting weldmicmmdmcs that are produced under 
conventional welding cim&hs.-- H o ~ e s o l i ~ c a t i o n  
conditions c m  quite dramatically for laser and other high- 
encrgydensity welding techniques and these often lead to quite 
Clakalt- that arc not predicted by the constitution 
diagrms? Witkthe pw@useafhi&aergydensity welding 
techiques,theimpactof ~cscttcfmiques on weld mi- 
must be considered more car&lly. As an example, Figure 2 
shows the weld mi- that are found after autogenous 
lascrweldingoftype316stainlesssteeiSattwodifferentspeeds. 

o f w d d c o m p a s i t i o a b u t ~  coaditions~notiIlChId&aS 

1 
1 
! 
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Fig.2 - Lasccwelds of type 3 16 stainless steels at (a) low and 
(b) high speeds, showing thechange inmicrostructure that is a 
result of the change in solidification mode. 
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At the low laser welding speed [see Figure 2(u)], the 
microstructure is the same as that found after convcniional 
welding. There is approximately 10% residual ferrite in an 
austenitematrix, and this microstructure is typical of that found in 
materials that solidify as primary ferrite; most of the ferrite 
transforms to austenite during cooling. In umtrasr, after laser 
welding at a higher speed, the microstnrcture is fully austenitic 
[see Figure 2(b)] and is a result of a change in the solidification 
mode to primary austenite solidification. Figure 3 shows the 
Welding Research Council. 1992 constitution diagram4 with the 
predictedphasefields Superimposed on the diagram are five data 
-==4J=.w to alloy compositions which are predicted to 
be two-phase ferrite plus austenite but were found to be fully 
austeniticafterlaserml@ll Theseresultscleariyshowthatthe 
use of classical constitution diagrams has limited value when 
applied to welds that have solidified under rapid solidification 
conditions. Recent work has also shown that changes in 
soiirtification mode, which produce these dramatic changes in the 
weld microstructure, do not n d y  require rapid 

There has been much activity in the theoretical arena to 
try to explain and understand the solidification behavior under a 
wide range.of solidification ~ ~ n d i t i ~ l l ~ . ~ ~ J ~ - ~ ~  These studies have 
examined the relative influence of nucleation behavior and 
Competitive growth between ferrite and austenite solidification. 
For containerless conditions (e.g., droplet solidification), it has 
been shown17g1gfo that homogeneous nucleation is the rate- 
um!rolling step and that ferrite nucleation is p d d  over 
austenite nucleation However, for welding conditions, where 
h e h q p e c u  rather than homogeneous nucleation takesplace, it 
has been suggested that growth behavior is the controlling 
factor.lc'sm It was found that under many conditions, austenitic 
growth is faster than ferritic growth. Thus, for heterogeneous 
nucleation soliditication conditions, a change in mode of 
solidification from primary ferrite to -primary austenite is 
theoretidly predicted, in agreement with experimentai findings. 

A complete understanding of the solidification behavior 
hi% not yet been achieved Furthemore, the influence of the base 
matrrd cuthesokiification behavior has not yet beenaddressed. 

18 20 22 24 26 28 30 
C r q = C f  Mo* 0.7 Nb 

Fig. 3 - Welding Research Council 1992 constitution diagram 

austenitic microstructures after laser welding. 
from ref. 4 with superimposed compositions that showed fulIy 
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Fig. 4 - Thehcat-affededm @AZ@usm - -@a 
prnenceofferr i temthcfarmcrlpful ly~  - -  HAZ, of a type 304 stdcsssted.lasaweIdshowing the 

Figure 4 shows the heat-*- -on m e  (Fa 
intafitrceofa type.304 stainless steel autogenouslaserweld. The 
bascmataialwassolutionizedpriorto weldingtoproduceafblly 
austeniticmicro- . In the ~ R X  immediately adjacent to the 
FZ, somt intergrarmlar fkdc formation can be found, as indicated 
bythemax Thepresarxafferritecleariyindicatesthatthefuily 
austenitic microstructure partially transformed to ferrite during 
heating The kiuetics of this reaction are not documented, and the 
influmce of the presenct (or absence) of ferrite in the base 
matQial on the solidification behavior is ais0 not understood. 
Furtkrwakmtfiisarcaisclearlyneededto detumme ifferritein 
them has an influence on the soliditldon behavior in the F Z  
Asdesaibedlatamthispapcr,modehgofthefenitef&te 
transformatl '011 may be vexy helpful in providing valuable 
infmmatim on the naturt and W c s  of ferrite formation in the 
H A L  

Thermodynamic Calculations of Phase Stability 
in Austenitic Stainless Steels 

In the last 15 years; tremendous advances have been 
made.in the ability to caiculate.the thermodynarm 'c properties of 
phases. "his, in turn, hasled to signiscant improvement in the 
ability to calculate phase stability as a function of alloy 
compositiandtbermaicmtitiaos. Thesecalculationproc#iures 
relymachralthenmdynamrc ' dataand not empirical relationships. 
Simpiifid models ax usai to cvaiuate-the free encrgy of 
competing phases and to predict, as a result, the stable phases 
undcremygiva~cmditioaa Sofhwirecodesareavailablethatcan 
be used to calculate the appropriate theamodynamic properties. 
One such program is the ThcrmoCalcm program that has been 
developed by a group at the Royal Institute of Technology in 
StodQolm, Swedcn?L The availability of these types of programs 
allows one to evaluate phase stability in much greaterdetail, and 
with much greater accmcy, thanhas b possible in the past. 

The th-c software codes can readily handle 
multicomponent systems A sample calculation of a vertical 
section of the cquiliirium phase diagram of a six-component 
systcrn (FeCr-Ni-Mn-Si-C) is &own m Figure 5. In this diagnq 
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Fig. 5 - Calculated vertical section of an Fe-Cr-Ni-Mn-Si-C 
alloy with Cr and Ni varying and Fe, Mn, Si, and C fixed at 
0.67,0.016,0.0044, and 0.0006 wt fraction, respectively. The 
Cr content is given in wt fraction, ranging h m  0.1 to 0.3. 

the chromium and nickel are varied while the iron, manganese, 
s~~andcarbonare~,edat0.67,0.016,0.0044, andO.OOO6wt 
hcticn, @veIy. The vertical section shows the octent of the 
various phase fields, and mon detailed infomation on the relative 
amounts of the phases and their compositionS can b e  easily 
obtained as well. In this particular diagram, infomation such as 
the range-for primary ferrite solidification (under q u i l i i u m  
CoQditioQS, or the temperaaae range for stability of sigmaphase, 
&Cb, or any other phase, can be readily extracted. Such 
diagrams can be constructed as a function of any component, and 
thisinformationcanbeveryuse~inascertainingtheinfluenceof 
various components on the overall phase stability. As discussed 
inthenextseaioq thekhrmatirn hm these types of calculations 
cm also be used in other analyses, such as the evaluation of the 
diffuson-controlled ferrite/austenite phase a'ansformation, 

Modeling the Ferrite-to-Austenite 
Transformation in Austenitic Stainless Steels 

As shown in the vertical phase diagramsection in 
Figure 5, the stability of the fenite @ody-cend cubic (BCC)] 
deatases with decnasing temperature while the austenite [face- 
centered cubic (FCC)] phase stability increases. For a chromium 
content of approximately 23% (wt %) or greater, a fuuy ferritic 
microstnrcture exists at elevated temperatures, but as the 
tempaatureisl~theferritetransfonnstoaustenite. Inmost 
c;1sts, this !ran&mation is diffusion controlled. Recuuly, efforts 
have beenmade to model this transfonnatioap~29 Such modeling 
efhiscanprovidemuchinfbrmation that is difhdt  or impossible 
to obtain experirncntaUy. For example, the transformation 
behavior in the HA2 immediately adjacent to the FZ can be * 

dekmkd. Direct mi- observation such as that shown 



in Figme- 4 indicates- that-the. reverse auskde-to-fimite 
transformat! 'on must take place during elevated-temperature 
exposure of the HAZ, but the room-temperanne micro- 
does not provide any details on the rate and extent of the 
t n & k d m h t e a d , t h e ~  on of the microstrucm is 
co~~lplicatedby the fact that the ferrite that forms during exposure 
to the highestteqcmmspaxtially transfmbacktuaustenite 
during cooling. Thus, e x p e r i m d  evaluation of the 
transformatian is clouded-by the imperfect quenching fhm 
elevated temperatraes Insddition, modeling is not composition 
&c so, u n k  expaimcntal studies which are strictly valid for 
the coxupsition that is tested, modeling can be extended to any 
composition. Modeling can also provide details.such as the 
compositions of the phases and the presence of gradients in the 

Initial modeling efforts2l'u wereaimed at studying the 
i s o t h d  W i o n  behavior of a castingstainless steel at 
1100°C. These efforts wereexpanded to other alloys, more 
typical of weld iller metals, and to a wider range of aging 
bmpmtmqfrom700to 1300°C.1Er' Afinite-differencemethod 
was used to follow the diffusion-wntrolled transformation in the 
temaxy Fe-Cr-a system using standard computationai techniques. 
A typical result is shown m Figure 6 for the aging behavior at 
1100°C fortwo alloys, Fe-21.9Cr-10.35Ni andFe-21Cr-ll.3Ni 
(in wt %). The initial f&te content was IO%, and-the initial 
ferrite& austenite compositions were set at valuestypical of as- 
weldedmi- The results clearly show the progress of 
thel .. q t k  htez&&, the transformation often does not 
proceedmadirectmarmatowardfhlequilibrium For example, 
in Figure 6, for the-Fe-21Cr-ll.3Ni alloy, the ferrite content 
increar#s from 10 to over 12% before finally decreasing to the 
eqmlibriumlevd of less than 4%. The comsponding changes in 
ferrite and austemk ' chromium compositions are shown in 
Figure 7. Once again, the approach to iinal equilibrium is not 
direct, and the changes in composition are found to reverse 
themselves under certain conditions. The reader is refend to 
othe publications for additiod details on these modeling 
StUdie%z-28 

phasecompositians. 
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Fig. 6 - Calculated f i t e  content as a function of aging time at 
1 100" C for two Fe-Cr-Ni ternary alloys. 

Such modeling calculations neednot be restricted to 
lsothamalagingconditions. Infacfitisdesirabletoextendthese ' 
calculations to nonisothexmai conditions in order to follow the 
phase transfarmation behavior in a weldment during cooling after 
solidification. Eventually, it would be desirable to model the 
tmndbmion behavior in the HAZ as well, where the material is 
subjected to one or mosethemal cycles. .Suckthennat histories 
can be readily incorporatedinto the modeling C 0 d e - h  example 
is given in Figure 8, where the (residual) ferrite contdltis plotted 
as a function of temperature for arriuge of constant cooling rates 
from 0.1 to 100"Cls overthe temperature interval from 1300 to 
700°C. The starting condition-was equilibrium at 1300"C, and 
the overall alloy composition was Fe-21Cr-ll.3Ni. Also shown 
is the-ferriteoontent as a function of kmpemme. The 
eqdibrhfemite content decreases with decreasing temperature 
fium1300totqpmm&y 1025" C. Over the temperature range 
from 1025 to roughly 900"C, austenite is the only stable phase, 
and at  lower temperatures, ferrite exists once again as a stable 
phase. The calculations show that deviations fiom equilibrium 
cccur at all cooling rates over the entire temperature range. If one 
ignores the increase of ferrite stability below 900"C, then the 
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Fig. 7 - Calculated average ferrite and austenite chromium 
concentrations as a hct ion of aging time at 1 100°C for two 
Fe-Cr-Ni temaxy alloys. 
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Fig. 8 - Calculated ferrite content as a function of temperature 
duringcoolinghm 1300°C atvariousconstantcoolingrates. 
The equilibrium fite content versus temperature is also 
giVeIL 



d e v i a h u h e q u i i i b ~ w i t h ~ g ~  
and .increasing cooling W,- as is expected- To ignm the 

ferrite at lower temperaaaes is resurgence of equhbmm 
reasonable since, as shown-ehhereYD the mcreased f&te 
stability at low tempcranats has-little influence. on the 
microstmctud developmmtduring the latter stages of cooling. 

thathwetrasestablished 
and that Lead to faritedissol~athi$urtemperatures during 
~ m ~ t t o ~ .  The- show how.much 
residualfenitecanbeexpctcdafkwoiingasa a m o f t h e  
cooling rate. The diffaentcoolingrates can be correlated with 
diffmnt weldingcodhs.... S m  the ferrite and austenite 
COmpOSitionscan be detcmhudas a fimctionof tempera- and 
coolingmte=-~ 

The recent modeling.cfFarts have considered ternary 
s y s t c m s o f i t o  sirmlinte.austeniticstainless 
sted compositions. The tvaiuatian of texnary systansallows for 
added flexibility m the phaseequilibria at the interface that is 
Charactcnstl 'c.of @---systems and is absent when 
considaing only binary sysems?s As a result, several unusual 
effects were found for the ternary system models."*D These 
included the initial growth of ferrite followed by subsequent 
dissohh at exposm=times; or the rev-, namelv initial 
dissolution followed by growtk Reversals in the composition 
changes of the ferrite and auSten@ were also found. Finally, for 
calilculations for constant cooling conditions, it was found that 
higtrrcoolingraresdo not -result in greater deviations from 
eqdhiuaZ "luqthe~ternraysystemsshowedhtthe 
kinetics and transformation behavior may be considerably more 
complicated if rtalistic multicomponent systems are modeled 
rahrthansimpiifiedbiufuysystems. 

.. . 

T h i s i s - t b e v  .. 

High-Temperature (> 550" C )  Phase Stabiiity in 
* Austenitic Stainiess Steels 

In rVMirirnt0 the ferritdaustenite tramifionnation that has 
been discussed in detail above, austenitic stainless steels undergo 
two otherelevated-tempemme Qansformations, the formation of 
M,,C, carbides and sigma phase formation. Both of these 
transformations have significant effects on the mechanical 
properties of austenitic stainlesssteel welds. Sigma phase is a 
brittle phase that is known to have a deIetaious impact on 
mechanical properties. The austcnite-tcdgma transformation is 
quite sluggish, but the sigma formation takes place at an 
accelerated rate when f h  is pnstnt This is clearly 
-bythe TTI"diagnmrrsh0wn inFiyn  9 for type 308 
stainless steel in the homogenized [see Figure 9(u)] and the as- 
welded [see Figure 9(b)] conditions. In the first case, the initial 
microstructure is llly austenitic, and sigma phase formation 
requins over SO00 h of aging at 750" C. In contrast, sigma phase 
is found within 20 h at 750" C in the as-welded condition, where 
residual ferrite is present The sigma phase formation in welded 
austenitic stainless steels was examined in detail, d i t  was 
coochwledthat Sigmaphase formation is nucleation controlled and 
the. prcscnct of ferritC accelerates the nucleation rate 
b t i 4 I y . M  
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Fig. 9 - Comparison of expeximentally determined "'IT 
diagrams for (a) homogenized and (b) as-welded type 308 
stainless steel. 

Carbide f o d o n ,  in the form of the chromium-rich, f a ,  
&C6 carbide, takes place within hours over the temperature 
range of 650 to 850°C (see Figure 9). This carbide forms 
preferentially at the ferritdaustenite interikce. With extended 
aging, some ferrite may transform to austenite, or to sigma phase, 
but the carbide that forms early with elevated-- 
exposure outlines the original ferritidaustenite in-. In 
a- stainless steel weidmeats where the ferrite is the primary 
soWicahphase,thef2nikexktsasacontinuous~and, 
therrfore, the carbide that outlines the ferrite also forms such a 
cxmhmsnetwork In studies on intenupted creep 
it was f d  that the carbide network has a more deleterious effect 
than-sigma phase formation in that it leads to extensive crack 
formation and reduced creep ductility and creep Me. Figure 10 
shows a scanning electron mimgraph of an intenupted creep 
specimen in which cracks are found along the carbide network. 
The carbide network and the cracks are often significantly 
removed h m  the sigma phase- It has been shown that minor 
additions of titanium, boron, and phosphorous can lead to 
si- knprovements in the creep properties of a d t i c  
stainless More recent work has identified the 
mechanisn by which titanium improves the creep properties?1373 
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Fig- 10 - Crackforma.tim dong carbide network in intempt& 
crecpSampieoftype308stainltsssted 

Withtitanium additions, titaniumcarbidesform easily at elevated 
temperatures and. are- uniformty distributed within the 
mi- Therefore, the titanium eliminates the formation 
of the &C, carbide netwok, and this leads to a significant 
improvement m creep life and creep ductility. Recent work has 
also atlemptedto identi@ the role of boron in improving the creep 
prqxr t ie~ '~  This work has shown that the boron preferentially 
segregatts to the &C6 carbide, but the exact mechanism by 
which this leads to an impmvement in properties is yet to be 
detrnnintd 

- ' -  - . -.-- 

Low-Temperature (e 550°C) Phase Stability in 
Austenitic Stainless. Steels 

Belaw approxbtely 55OoC, hvo new phase 
mmfbutions become- important These are fenite 
-into a and a', and G-phase formation. In addition, 

o a x s  *, sipzihnation does not take placein the low- 

and the c a n t  to which they OCCUT, are composition sensitive. 
Tholetlmdbmm '0113 have potentially signiricant impacts on the 
m a  Pmpaties. In fact, the cmbrittlcmcnt that develops 
afteraging m this tmpmurc range has the generic description 
"475°C edxittleancnt." Mucbwork hasbeen done in recent years 
to help idartifV the microstructural development that leads to 
embrittlemu& and the o v d  degradation of mechanical 
Properties. A slmrmaryof recentwork can be found in the 
pn~cdqsdaconfierrncecmthistopic~' However,thespecitic 
contributionofeachtransformatr 'on still necds to be determined 

Attemperanaes below apprortimately 5009C. the f&te 
p h  decampclses into an iron-rich a phase and a chromium-rich 
a' p h a ~ c ~ ' * ~  This reaction most oftentakes place by a spinodal 
decomposition mechanisa The decomposition into a and a' is 
quite rapid, requiring only a few hours at tempera- of 400°C 
ormue. A t y p i d t e l ~ m i m p p h  offerrite that 
has decomposed spinodally &er aging at 475°C is shown in 
Figure 1 1 (a). With longer aging times, fine precipitation of G- 
phase, a nickel-rich silicide, is obse~ved,~'~' as shown in 
Figure Il(b). The G-phase precipitates preferentially on 
dislocations within the ferrite, but line and homogeneous 

~ c 6 ~ f o r m a t i a n , a s f o u n d - a t h i ~ t e m p c r a ~ a l s o  

temperature regime. The exact temperatures of these reactions, 

r- 
'z# 

460 nm 

Fig. 1 1 - Transmission electron micrographs showing (a) a 
and.a' formation in ferrite phase of type 308 stainless steel 
weld aged for 100 h at 475" C and (b) fine precipitation of G- 
phase in ferrite of type 308 stainless steel weld aged for 500 h 
at 475" C. 

precipitation of G-phase is also Finally, as found at 
higher temperatures, chromium-rich hi.,& carbide forms at the 
feniteiaustenite interface. 

The consequences of these three phase transformations 
are quite dramatic in terms of mechanical properties, and in 
particular, toughness properties. Impact properties of aged 
weldments were studied in detail," and representative curves of 
Charpy impact energy versus test temperature for welds aged at 
475°C are shown in Figure 12. Embrittlement occzos in two 
forms: an upward shift of approximately 100°C in the ductile- 
brittle transition temperature after short aging times and a 

. significant decrease of more than 50% in the upper-shelfenagy 
afterlcmguagingtimes AcotTespondingincreasemthehardness 
of the residual ferrite islands was also Unfarhmately, 
the kinetics of the various phase transformations that OCCUT are 
such that the transformations overlap so that a clear identification 
of the role of each transformation has not been possible to date. 
Nonetheless, evidence suggests that each transformation is 
undesirable in that each makes a contribution to the overall 
embrittlemen~''.~' 
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Fig. 12 - Charpy impact energy of type 308 stainless steel weld 
agedat 475°C. 

Summary 

Several new approaches have .been explored in recent years to 
follow the phase stability in a d t i c  stainless steels. These 
approaches include hmodymm 'c anaiysis of phase stability, 
achmmxi ddihiimtkory; numerical modeling procechnes for 
studying difksimmollcd tr- 'on behavior, and 
~ i m f ~ g a t i o n s o f p h a s e t r a n s f o r m a t l  'on behavior and 
medsanicalpapatics. Recadfidingsin&oftheseareashave 
beenreviewed. N m  developments in these methods and 
tdmiquts, alone and m combination with one another, show 

themicrostmctlae , properties, and thermal response of austenitic 
stainless steel welds 

promise as amam fbt accurately predicting andunderstandin g 
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